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ABSTRACT
       This paper focuses on clustering in data mining. Clustering  is 
a division of data into groups of similar objects. k_means 
clustering algorithm is used as a tool to cluster the weather data to 
develop an accurate and efficient weather prediction software for 
agriculture applications. The weather data contains date 
periodically observed with parameters temperature (min, max), 
rainfall, humidity (min, max). The Automatic weather prediction 
software is designed with user interaction to provide a period of 
observations such as weekly, fortnight, monthly, half yearly, 
yearly and so on, to make decision for required period for a 
particular region from which data is collected. k_means clustering 
algorithm  clusters weather data on selected parameter.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H 3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval ] : Information 
Search and Retrieval – clustering, search process, query 
formulation.

General Terms  
Algorithm, Experimentation. 

Keywords 
k-means clustering, classification, prediction. 

1 INTRODUCTION
We are living in a world full of data, every day, people encounter 
a large amount of information and store or represent it as data, for 
furher analysis and management. One of the vital means in 
dealing with these data is to classify or group them into set of 
categories or clusters. Actually as one of the most primitive 
activities of human beings, classification plays an important and 
indispensable role in the long history of human development.  

In order to learn a new object or understand a new phenomenon, 
people always try to seek the features that can describe it, and 
further compare it with other known objects or phenomenon, 
based on the similarity or dissimilarity, generalized as proximity, 
according to some certain standards or rules. Basically 
classification systems[3][12] are either supervised or 
unsupervised. In supervised learning the class label of each 
training object is provided. In unsupervised learning (or 

clustering) the class label of each training object is not known, 
and the number or set of classes to be learned is not known in 
advance. Prediction is also a type of classification. Prediction 
predicts future state based on past and current data. 

Clustering is a descriptive task seeks to identify homogenous 
groups of objects based on the values of their attributes 
(dimensions) [8][9]. Clustering techniques have been studied 
extensively in statistics[1], pattern recognition[3][7], and machine 
learning [2][10]. 

Clustering techniques can be broadly classified into  two 
categories [8][9]. Partional and hierarchical. Given a set of objects 
and a clustering criterion [11], partitional clustering obtains a 
partition of the objects into clusters such that the objects in a 
cluster are more similar to each other than to objects in different 
clusters. A hierarchical clustering is nested sequence of partitions. 
An agglomerative, hierarchical clustering starts by placing each 
objects in its own clusters and then merges these atomic clusters 
into larger and larger clusters until all objects are in a single 
cluster. Divisive, hierarchical clustering reverses the process by 
starting with all objects in cluster and subdividing into smaller 
pieces [8]. 

Desiderate from the data mining perspective 
Emerging data mining applications place the following special 
requirements on clustering techniques, motivating the need for 
developing new algorithms.

Effective treatment of high dimensionality: An object (data 
record) typically has dozens of attribute and the domain for each 
attribute can be large. Many dimensions or combination of 
dimensions can have noise or values that are uniformly 
distributed. Therefore distance functions that use all the 
dimensions of the data may be ineffective.

Interpretability of results : Data mining applications typically 
require cluster descriptions that can be easily assimilated by an 
end user as insight and explanations are of critical importance [6]. 
It is particularly important to have simple representations because 
most visualization techniques do not work well in high 
dimensional spaces.

Scalability and usability: The clustering technique should be fast 
and scale with the number of dimensions and the size of input. It 
should be insensitive to the order in which the data records are 
presented.

Current clustering techniques do not address all these points 
adequately although considerable work has been done in 
addressing each point separately. 
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1.1 k-means clustering 
k-means clustering [4] is a method commonly used to 
automatically partition a data set into k groups, it proceeds by 
selecting k initial cluster centers and then iteratively refining them 
as follows 

Each instance di assigned to its closest cluster center 

Each cluster center Cj, is updated to be the mean of its constituent 
instances. 

The algorithm converges when there is no further  change in 
assignment of instances to clusters. The time completely of k-
means is O(tkn) where t is the number of iterations. 

1.2 Classifiers
1.2.1  NEAREST NEIGHBOR CLASSIFIER (NNC)  
      In this classifier, items are iteratively merged into the existing 
clusters that are closest. A threshold t is used to determine if items 
will be added to existing clusters or if a new cluster is created. 

The complexity of the NNC [4] actually depends on the number 
of items for each loop, each item must be compared to each item 
already in a cluster. This will be n in the worst case. Thus the time 
complexity of NNC is O(n2) If there are n patterns                           
X = {X1,X2……Xn }.Each of dimension d and each pattern is 
associated with a class c, and if we have a test pattern P then if d 
(P, Xk) =min {d(P, Xi)} where i=1…n. Assign pattern P to the 
class associated with Xk.

The distance between X and P is taken as the Euclidean distance 

d(X,P) = P[2])2-(X[2]P[1])2-(X[1] �

1.2.2  K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR CLASSIFIER 
(KNNC)

 In this classifier [4] instead of finding just one nearest neighbor 
as in the NNC, k neighbors are found. The majority class of these 
k nearest neighbor is the class assigned to the new pattern. The 
value chosen for k is crucial and with the right value of k, the 
classification accuracy will be better than the nearest neighbor 
classifier. 

2 SIGNIFICANCE OF WEATHER DATA 
CLUSTERING

India is a predominantly agriculture based country with more than 
two thirds of its population living in rural areas where agriculture 
is the main occupation. In the field of agriculture weather plays an 
important role from sowing period, following the intermediate 
stages like germination, vegetation, reproduction and finally 
harvesting. The role of weather parameters  is with respect to  
various departments like entomology, pathology, agronomy, soil 
science, genetics and plant breeding horticulture. 

      In the branch of entomology the weather parameters  are used 
to examine the insect population that is insect population verses 

weather population. They work out the emergence of pest 
population in a particular crop based on the respective weather 
parameters like minimum temperature, maximum temperature, 
rainfall, minimum relative humidity and maximum relative 
humidity. 

      In the branch of pathology, disease verses different weather 
parameters are worked out. That is different weather parameters 
are co-related with the incidence of diseases there by giving the 
conclusion (prediction model), which states how weather 
parameters favours the disease development. Ex, high rainfall 
high relative humidity with moderate temperature favours 
discease development during rainy season. 

      In the branch of agronomy, the usage of weather parameters  
is between different  kinds of crops like food crops, oil seeds, 
pulses, commercial crops, etc where growth can be annual. 

      In soil science weather parameters are used to examine  the 
nature of soil that is whether the soil is acidic, sodic or alkaline. 
Ex, during heavy rainfalls soil may be acidic or in arid region like 
Raichur, soil is mostly sodic. 

      In horticulture department the weather parameters  are used 
for growing of vegetables, fruits, plantations, flowers and 
ornamentals.

      In genetics and plant breeding weather parameters are  used to 
test pollen viability, increase in yield, increase in quality, pest 
resistance etc.  

3 APPLICATION OF CLUSTERING 
TECHNIQUE FOR WEATHER DATA 

3.1 Weather data 
The weather data used in this paper is obtained from university of 
Agricultural sciences , Raichur. The data contains six dimensions 
namely date(MM/DD/YYYY), maximum temperature ,minimum 
temperature, rainfall, maximum relative humidity, minimum 
relative humidity. The university of agricultural sciences records 
data  on days basis. 

Table 1. Input (weather data) 

Date          MXT MNT RF RH1 RH2 

1/1/1996  30.0 18.2 0.0 81 41 

1/2/1996  30.4 18.2 0.0 77 38 

1/3/1996  30.7 17.0 0.0 72 36 

1/4/1996  30.1 18.0 0.0 90 36 

1/5/1996  30.7 17.5 0.0 77 32 

1/6/1996  31.5 17.5 0.0 79 39 

1/7/1996  30.8 17.4 0.0 78 34 
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1/8/1996  31.9 17.0 0.0 83 38 

1/9/1996  30.8 15.8 0.0 81 36 

1/10/1996 30.9 18.4 0.0 84 43 

3.2 Weather Prediction

Input          Modified    Feature        Clustering  
(Weather  --� Input  ------� Selection -� using  ------� out 
Data)         Data        k-means on     put 
        selected  
        feature 
      The input data (weather data) Contains six  dimensions 
namely date, max temperature, min temperature, rainfall, max 
relative humidity, min relative humidity. 

      The modified input data contains month(mm), day(dd) year 
(yyyy) average temperature, rainfall, average humidity as 
dimensions.

Table 2. Modified input data 

MM DD YYYY Avg. Rainfall   Avg. 
   Temp.  Humidity 

1 1 1996 24.1 0 61 
1 2 1996 24.2 0 57.5 
1 3 1996 23.85 0 54 
1 4 1996 24.05 0 63 
1 5 1996 24.1 0 54.5 
1 6 1996 24.5 0 59 
1 7 1996 24.1 0 56 
1 8 1996 24.45 0 60.5 
1 9 1996 23.3 0 58.5 
1 10 1996 24.65 0 63.5 

      Any one feature i.e., avg temperature, rainfall or avg humidity  
is selected from input data and clustered using k-means. The 
selected feature data that is clustered is between starting and 
ending period specified by the user. The period can be weak, 
fortnight, month, year . 

      Output displays results of clustering from which we can 
predict temperature, humidity and rainfall in that region for a 
specified period from which data is collected.  

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 1. One year observation for temperature 
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Fig. 2. One Year observation for rainfall Fig. 3. One year observation for humidity 
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5 CONCLUSION
 In this paper experimental results of k-means clustering  
algorithm  on weather data show that it perform well by properly 
selecting the k value. Further work is being undertaken to use the 
clustered results to classify given object using NNC and kNNC  
classifiers and see whether k-means is suitable for clustering 
weather data. 
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